
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Congratulations to the following members and horses that have 
been recognised by the Australian Quarter Horse Association. 

 
 

2022 Heritage Hall of Fame Inductee 

Instant Reaction Q-18564 

Sire:          Easy Dozen Q-3003 (Imported Horse) 

Dam:        Qahatika Q-1843 (Imported Horse) 

Breeder:   Douglas C Mayne, LOWOOD, QLD 

Owner:     Allan Sullivan, BORMALMA, VIC 

Instant Reaction was bred in Queensland by Doug Mayne.  Sprint trainer Terry Chinner 
from SA but based in Queensland was convinced of the value of Easy Jet blood in the 
pedigree of a running horse, Terry took one look and at the age of three weeks Instant 
Reaction had a new owner!   
 
The data on the running horse in Australia no longer exists.  So you will find no official 
records of results, of ROM awards & speed ratings remain and this knowledge remains 
only in the memories of people whose lives were entwined with those great Quarter 
Horses.  
 
Instant Reaction is a credit to the Quarter Horse Breed, this Stallion was tough, fast made 
the most of the opportunities he was given on the Queensland tracks during a wonderful 
era of sprint horse racing in Australia.  In 1993 suddenly there was no longer a viable 



sprint racing industry in Queensland and the running horse fell into widespread 
disrepute. Instant Reaction remained in the public eye and manage to successfully bridge 
the chasm to become a respected sire of versatile Quarter Horses when so many others 
disappeared and their bloodlines were lost to the industry and more importantly the 
Quarter Horse Breed.  
 
 
Instant Reaction’s Sire was Easy Dozen, Grandson of the legendary speedster Easy Jet 
AAA (Jet Deck x Lenas B). His Dam, Qahatika (imp) was a well-bred sprint mare by Three 
Ohs (Three Chicks x Leo mare).  Three Ohs was also a winner of the All American 
Futurity. Qahatika was imported by Kerry Packer. 
 
At his very first start as a 2yr old, he won his heat for the 1987 $50,000 Toowoomba 
Sires Produce Stakes in the fastest qualifying time in the 10 year history of that race. 
Instant Reaction ended his racing career with the following tally -   
12 wins; 6 placings; 4 track records; 1989 Yeppoon Horse of the Year & from 1 race 
$15,000 in prizemoney – compute that from 30 years ago. 

Both physically and mentally he was a wonderful representative of the Quarter Horse 
breed strong, durable, tough enough to remain sound after years of racing around 
Queensland.  His wonderful disposition and intelligence enabled him to handle ongoing 
upheavals he encountered as a breeding stallion after 1993.   

The story of Instant Reaction is no mere listing of racetrack success.  It is the story of a 
great racing Quarter Horse with such strength of pedigree that his line has bred on 
successfully into the second and third generations without the benefit of any promotion, 
publicity, or official records.  His story is right up there with some of the great legends of 
the racing Quarter Horse which have graced the development of the breed in USA and 
Australia.  

Many newcomers to our industry have no idea that Quarter Horses ever raced in this 
country, let alone any understanding of the vitality of the scene that existed in 
Queensland.  With, Instant Reaction being accepted into the Heritage Hall of Fame may 
rectify this anomaly.  

As Terry Chinner held the halter shank of this lionhearted horse who had been a 
major part of his life for almost quarter of a century, Instant Reaction was laid to rest 
in 2008. 

Terry’s final tribute to Instant Reaction – “He was a warrior” 
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